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Dear Sir:
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W

ELIE—911M:

Please cancel claims 6, 10-14, 16, 22, 23, and 25-27 Without prejudice or disclaimer.

e rewrite claims 15, 17, 18, 20, 2-1, 24, and 28 and add claims 29—32 as follows:

workers will be filling in for a give organization and to transmit the generated list of substitute

workers and names of the absent w rkers who the substitute workers will be filling in for to the

given organization via the at least 0 e communication link.

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

17.(AnarmUDED) Thes

further configured to receive a m sage via the at least one commun cation link and to forward

stitute fulfilhnent system of 0 im 32 wherein the server is

the received message to the subst' ute worker who agrees to fill in for the absent worker via the

at least one communication link.

18. (AMENDED) The ubstitute fulfillment system of claim 31 wherein each worker

record comprises worker identi cation, contact, position, qualification, and substitute selection

 

 
  

 
  

 
 

 

information.

20. (AMENDED) The ubstitute fulfillment system of claim 31 wherein each substitute

worker record comprises su titute identification, contact, qualification, and availability

information.

2L (AMENDmm

organizations are unaffiliated.

he substitute fulfillment system of claim 31 wherein the

24. (AMENDED) The substitute fulfillment system of claim 31 wherein the workers are

teachers and the substitute wor ers are substitute teachers.
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g %. (AMENDED) A method for performing substitute fulfillment for a plurality of
different organizations comprising:

receiving absentee information representing an absent worker via at least one

communication link;

generating and posting a list of one or more positions of one or more absent workers that

‘ need to be filled by one or more substitute workers on a website;

receiving a response by a substitute worker selecting a posted position on the website via

an Internet communication link; and

securing via the Internet communication link the substitute worker who selected the

posted position to fill in for the absent worker.

26. (NEW) The method of claim’26 wherein the one or more absent workers are from a
plurality of different organizations.

650. (NEW) The method of claim; wherein the posted list of one or more positions
includes positions from a plurality of different organizations.

§ g ,W/"w
31. (NEW) A substitute fu fillment system that secures one or more substitute workers

for a plurality of organizations com rising:

a database comprising wor r records, said worker records having information associated

with workers for each of the org 
  

 
 

 

zations, and substitute records, said substitute records having

information associated with at le one substitute worker; and
\

a server coupled t the database, the server is configured for receiving absentee

information representing an bs t w rker via at least one communication link coupled to the

server, wherein each of the at o e communication link is selected from the group consisting

of a telephone communication li and an Internet communication link; and

a website interface cou ed to the server, the website interface posting a list of at least

one position of an absent work r that needs to be filled by one or more substitute workers on a

website, wherein the list of p sitions is generated by the server using the received absentee

information and database ther by providing an opportunity for substitute workers to search for
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substitute fulfillment system of claim 31 wherein the server is further

configured to 5 on a substitute worker in response to the substitute worker selecting a posted

fl)“ position via th
   

 
emet ommunication link.
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In the Claims:

Following, please find marked up versions of rewritten claims 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, and

28 showing all the changes relative to the previous version of those claims:

15. (Amended) The substitute fulfillment system of claim [12] 11 wherein the server is

further configured to generate a list of substitute workers and names of the absent workers who

the substitute workers will be filling in for a given organization and to transmit the generated list

of substitute workers and names of the absent workers who the substitute workers will be filling

in for to the given organization via the at least one communication link.

17. (Amended) The substitute fiilfillment system of claim [12] ;2_ wherein the server is

further configured to receive a message via the at least one communication link and to forward

the received message to the substitute worker who agrees to fill in for the absent worker via the

at least one communication link.

18. (Amended) The substitute fulfillment system of claim [1 l] _3_1 wherein each worker

record comprises worker identification, contact, position, qualification, and substitute selection

information.

20. (Amended) The substitute fulfillment system of claim [11] 3_1 wherein each

substitute worker record comprises substitute identification, contact, qualification, and

availability information.

21. (Amended) The substitute fulfillment system of claim [11] fl wherein the

organizations are unaffiliated.

24. (Amended) The substitute fulfillment system of claim [11] 31 wherein the workers

are teachers and the substitute workers are substitute teachers.
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